Senior Seminar and Courses Fall 2019

ADVANCED LECTURE COURSES WITH LIMITED ENROLLMENT

Econ 407a. International Finance
Econ 413a. Optimization Techniques
Econ 419a. Financial Time Series Econometrics
Econ 420a. Applied Microeconomics
Econ 424a. Central Banking
Econ 425a. Economics and Computation
Econ 431a. Economics and Psychology
Econ 438a. Applied Econometrics: Politics, Sports, Microeconomics
Econ 444a. Market Inefficiencies and the Limits of Arbitrage

SEMINARS

Econ 450a. Investment Analysis  CLOSED
Econ 453a. The Economics of Gender
Econ 454a. Evolution of Central Banking
Econ 456a. Private Equity Investing CLOSED
Econ 460a. Financial Economics, Information, Predictions
Econ 475a. Discrimination in Law: Theory, and Practice
Econ 480b. Banking Crises and Financial Stability CLOSED
Econ 481a. Empirical Microeconomics
Econ 483a. The Political Economy of Migration
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